BLACK HEALTH EXPO

SATURDAY NOV 22 2014

8AM-4:30PM • UC RIVERSIDE • HIGHLANDER UNION BUILDING (HUB) 2ND & 3RD FLOOR
FREE PARKING – LOT 1 • OPEN TO THE COMMUNITY!

Celebrating a Healthy Mind, Body, and Soul!

Come to the first UCR health expo that addresses the health disparities in the Black community. Together, we can find solutions and improve healthcare for all.

FREE
✓ WORKSHOPS AND SPEAKERS
✓ COMMUNITY RESOURCES
✓ INFORMATION ON EBOLA
✓ HEALTH SCREENINGS INCLUDING BLOOD PRESSURE
✓ HEALTH-RELATED VENDORS
✓ LEARN ABOUT FITNESS, HEART HEALTH, INFECTIOUS DISEASES, MENTAL HEALTH, AND MORE!
✓ FOOD, GIVEAWAYS, AND RAFFLES! (WHILE SUPPLIES LAST)

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

EVENT INFO/REGISTRATION: go.ucr.edu/bhe
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